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e Institute for Moleular SieneOkazaki 444, JapanSubmitted 10 September 1999Quantum osillations of de Haas�van Alphen and Shubnikov�de Haas and semilassial angular osillations ofthe magnetoresistane have been observed in the quasi-two-dimensional organi metal α-(BETS)2TlHg(SeCN)4.The quantum osillations are onneted with the ylindrial part of the Fermi surfae. The angular osillationsare assoiated with the arrier motion on both ylindrial part and quasi-planar sheets of the Fermi surfae.The values of the Dingle temperature, TD ≈ 2�3 K, and the e�etive mass, m∗ ≈ 1.03m0, have been de�ned.A possibility of the weakening of the many-body interations has been shown in this ompound.PACS: 71.25.H 1. INTRODUCTIONCharge transfer salts with alpha-type rys-tal struture α-(ET)2MHg(XCN)4, where (ET) ==(BEDT-TTF) (bis(ethyleneditio)-tetrathiofulvalene)and M = K, Tl, Rb, NH4, X = S, Se are among themost popular objets in the physis of organi on-dutors. Their studies provided important results infermiology of low-dimensional metals. There are somereasons for this. A spei� shape of the Fermi surfae(FS) in these ompounds was shown to inlude both aylindrial part harateristi of quasi-two-dimensionaleletron systems and orrugated planar sheets hara-*E-mail: rustem�ip.a.ru

teristi of quasi-one-dimensional eletron systems [1℄.Alpha-metals with M = K, Tl, Rb and X = S undergothe Peierls-type phase transition at Tp ≤ 10 K assoi-ated with the nesting of the one-dimensional part ofthe FS [2�4℄. Suh a transition leads to onsiderablereonstrution of FS [5℄. The other known metals ofthis family retain their high-temperature struturedown to the lowest temperatures [6, 7℄. Only oneof them, (ET)2NH4Hg(SCN)4, undergoes a super-onduting (SC) transition [8℄. The reasons for thepresene or absene of phase transformations in theseisostrutural alpha-type metals are not yet lear. Allthese ompounds an be investigated by di�erenttehniques of fermiology like Shubnikov�de Haas(SdH) quantum osillations of the magnetoresistane,604



ÆÝÒÔ, òîì 117, âûï. 3, 2000 Fermi surfae in the new organi. . .de Haas�van Alphen (dHvA) quantum osillations ofthe magnetisation, and semilassial angle-dependentmagnetoresistane osillations (AMRO) in high mag-neti �elds [1℄. These e�ets are easily observed bothin the alpha-salts whih undergo phase transitions andthose keeping their eletron strutures down to lowtemperatures. Therefore one an study in detail thee�et of slight hanges in hemial ompositions oforgani ondutors on radial hanges in their eletronstruture. Suh investigations are neessary onditionfor the direted hemial syntheses.It was shown earlier [6,7℄ that the substitution of Satoms by Se ones in the anions of (ET)2TlHg(SCN)4and (ET)2KHg(SCN)4 giving (ET)2TlHg(SeCN)4(hereinafter, ET-Tl-Se) and (ET)2KHg(SeCN)4 (here-inafter, ET-K-Se) results in the suppression of thephase transitions. The omplex with Tl shows suhe�et even at substituting half of sulphur atoms inthe anion by selenium ones [9℄. One observes theinrease of the e�etive mass in selenium omplexes asompared to sulphur analogs and a signi�ant role ofmany-body interations [7, 10℄.Reently the family of the metalli alpha-saltshas been essentially widened by substituting the ETmoleule by BETS whih inludes four entral sele-nium atoms instead of four sulphur ones in ET [11℄.In ET-metals the overlapping of sulphur orbitals pro-vides metalli ondutivity in ET layers. There-fore one ould expet that the substitution of apart of sulphur atoms would result in signi�anthanges in onduting properties of metals synthe-sised on the base of BETS as ompared with ETanalogs. Indeed, on ooling the new organi metals,
α-(BETS)2KHg(SCN)4 (hereinafter, BETS-K-S) and
α-(BETS)2NH4Hg(SCN)4 (hereinafter, BETS-NH-S)do not demonstrate the phase transitions harateristiof the ET analogs [12℄. Besides, the parameters of ele-troni strutures of new metals hange signi�antly asompared to the ET analogs, namely, the e�etive massdereases, the width of the ondutivity band inreases,and the Coulomb repulsion beomes weaker [12℄.The present paper reports the study of magneti�eld properties of the new metalli alpha-phase om-pound, (BETS)2TlHg(SeCN)4 (hereinafter, BETS-Tl-Se), isosrutural to α-(ET)2MHg(XCN)4 [13℄. Thisompound was found to show quantum osillations(dHvA and SdH) and semilassial angle-dependentmagnetoresistane osillations. The studies enabled todetermine the shape and size of the FS, evaluate theparameters of the eletroni struture, and analyse thelow-temperature state in omparison with ET-Tl-Seand other alpha-salts.

2. EXPERIMENTALThe BETS-Tl-Se samples grow as parallelepipedswith an average size of 1× 0.5× 0.05 mm3. The proe-dure of hemial synthesis of the samples together withtheir rystal struture are desribed in detail in [13℄.Conduting layers of BETS parallel to the ac-plane al-ternate along the b diretion with the anion layers. Thelongest size of samples orresponds to the a diretionand the shortest one orresponds to the b
∗ diretion.The averaged ondutivity of the samples in the on-duting plane amounts to ≈ 50Ω−1m−1 at room tem-perature.DHvA osillations were observed by a ontilevertorquemeter in magneti �elds up to 14.4 T [14℄. Thetemperature ould be lowered down to 0.45 K. Themagneti �eld orientation was varied by the rotatingof the sample with respet to the �eld diretion in the

ab∗-plane.The magnetoresistane was measured by a standardfour-probe tehnique using 330 Hz a.. urrent appliedmainly perpendiularly to the plane of the highest on-dutivity ac. This diretion provides the best ondi-tions for the observation of AMRO [1℄. The maximalmagneti �eld value was 14 T in AMRO experimentsand the minimal temperature was 1.45 K. The sampleorientations were hanged by using a two-axes-rotationinsert with whih the sample ould be rotated withrespet to the �eld diretion in di�erent planes perpen-diular to the ac-plane. The part of SdH experimentswas arried out using the magneti �elds up to 20 T,the temperature down to 1.3 K and at the urrent di-retion along a. 3. RESULTSAll the BETS-Tl-Se samples showed a metal-likedependene of resistane on temperature with no pe-uliarities. The residual resistane ratio at the 1.4 K isabout 200. In the magneti �eld perpendiular to theonduting plane and at the urrent diretion along b
∗,the resistane grows almost without saturation and in-reases approximately �ve times at 14 T [13℄. At theurrent diretion along a (Fig. 1) the magnetoresistaneis more than two times less and the saturation exists.In magneti �elds higher than 10 T SdH and dHvAquantum osillations are observed (Figs. 1 and 2).At the �eld diretion perpendiular to the ondutingplane quantum osillations ontain the only fundamen-tal frequeny F ≈ 640 T. The angular dependene of605
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Fig. 1. Magnetoresistane showing Shubnikov�de Haas osillations; T = 1.3 K, θ ≈ 5◦, I ‖ a. Insert: FFT of theseosillations
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Fig. 2. Magnetization with de Haas�van Alphen osillations; T = 0.45 K, θ = −50◦. Insert: FFT of these osillations606
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Fig. 4. Angular dependene of the beat frequeny ofdHvA and SdH osillations. The solid line orrespondsto the Eq. (2)this frequeny from the dHvA experiment is depitedin Fig. 3 and is desribed by the relationship:
F (θ) ≈ 640[T]/ cos θ, (1)where θ is the angle between b

∗ and the �eld diretion.In magneti �elds tilted from the b
∗ diretion one ob-serves the beat of the fundamental frequeny (Figs. 1and 2). The beat is absent only at the angles lose to

θ = 0 and θ = ±20◦. The angular dependene of thebeat frequeny in the rotation plane ab∗ from the dHvAand SdH experiments is presented in Fig. 4. It an bedesribed by the expression:
Fbeat = ∆F ≈ 30[T]/ cos θ (2)(Fbeat is the di�erene between frequenies on FFTspetrum: see inserts in Figs. 1 and 2).
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−80◦ −40◦ 0◦ 40◦Fig. 5. Angular dependene of dHvA osillation ampli-tudeThe angular dependene of the dHvA osillationamplitude is presented in Fig. 5. At �eld diretionsorresponding to θ = ±45◦ the osillation amplitudevanishes. Most probably this vanishing is due to so-alled �spin zeros� assoiated with the spin redutionfator RS from Lifshitz�Kosevih (LK) formula [15℄:

RS = cos(πrµg/2), (3)where r = 1, 2, 3, ... is the harmoni index, µ = m∗/m0is the relative e�etive mass (m0 is the mass of freeeletron), and g is the g-fator. Fator RS vanishesunder ondition: µg = 2n + 1, where n = 0, 1, 2, ...The e�etive mass of the samples under study(whih not always oinides with m∗ from (3)) was es-timated from the hanges in the amplitudes of dHvAosillations with temperature. Suh hanges are de-sribed by the temperature redution fator RT in LKformula for the osillation amplitude [15℄:
RT =

αrµT

H

1

sh(αrµT/H)
, (4)where α = 2π2kBm0/eh ≈ 14.7 T/K. The dHvA re-sults for the e�etive mass at di�erent �eld diretionsare shown in Fig. 6. The angular dependene of themass is quite well �tted by the expression:

m∗ ≈ 1.03m0/ cos θ, (5)i.e., the value of the e�etive mass in the ondutingplane onstitutes m∗(0) = 1.03m0.The Dingle temperature was evaluated from the�eld dependenies of the dHvA osillation amplitudeusing the expression for the Dingle redution fator
RD [15℄:

RD = exp(−αrµTD/H).607
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Fig. 6. Angular dependene of the e�etive mass. Thesolid line orresponds to the Eq. (5)
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Fig. 7. Angular dependenies of the magnetoresistane;
H = 14 T, T = 1.45 K, I ‖ b

∗. The solid line orre-sponds to the rotation plane b∗c, the dashed line or-responds to the rotation plane lose to b∗aTo minimize the undesirable e�et of the beat on the�eld dependene of the amplitude, the Dingle plotswere made for θ = 0◦ at whih no beating was ob-served. Suh an evaluation yields T ≈ 2�3 K.The angular dependenies of the magnetoresistanewere measured using the two-axes-rotation insert in thefollowing way. At �rst at the initial position of the sam-ple rotator b
∗ ⊥ H a srew for manual ϕ-rotation (ϕis an azimuthal angle lying in ac-plane) around the b

∗axis was onneted with the rotator and a de�nite planeof θ-rotation was set. An angular oordinate ϕ of thisrotation was measured from the  axis. After that thesrew was disonneted and the sample was rotatedwith stepper motor around the axis perpendiular tothe �eld diretion. Angular oordinate of the reordedmagnetoresistane orresponded to the angle θ between
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Fig. 9. AMRO minima positions in the tg θ sale plot-ted in polar oordinates. The polar angle orrespondsto the azimuthal one in the ac-plane. Arrows showdiretions of the reiproal lattieH and the b
∗ axis. The measurements were done fora set of ϕ in the range 0�180◦ with 4◦ step. Examplesof reorded dependenies for ϕ = 0 and ϕ = 88◦ arepresented in Fig. 7. Angular magnetoresistane osilla-tions (AMRO) are well pronouned. The results of theAMRO observations at all rotations are summarised inFig. 8 and Fig. 9 by plotting the minima and maximaof the magnetoresistane, respetively, in polar oordi-nates where the angle ϕ performs as a polar one andthe length of a radius-vetor of every point orrespondsto the tangent of the angle θ at whih the extremum of608



ÆÝÒÔ, òîì 117, âûï. 3, 2000 Fermi surfae in the new organi. . .AMRO was observed. Arrows indiate the diretionsorresponding to vetors of the reiproal lattie. InFig. 9 only positive values of tg θ sinϕ are taken in toaount. 4. DISCUSSIONOn dereasing of the temperature from 295 K downto 1.45 K the resistane of the samples falls down mono-tonially without any anomaly [13℄. No sign of a SCtransition, as observed in (ET)2NH4Hg(SCN)4 [8℄ orof a Peierls-type transition realised in a series of otheralpha-salts [2�4℄ ould be deteted. The �eld depen-dene of the resistane in BETS-Tl-Se appears as aregular urve with almost no saturation [13℄. Thusboth new the alpha-phase metal and its ET analog[10℄ have no phase transitions within the 1.45�295 Ktemperature range. The residual resistane ratio inBETS-Tl-Se, RRR ≈ 200, the value of the lassialmagnetoresistane at H ‖ b
∗ and H = 14 T is almostan order of magnitude higher than the same averagedvalues of the ET analog [6, 10℄. Suh a di�erene isunlikely attributed to the inrease of the relaxationtime in the new metal, sine the Dingle temperatureis 2�3 times higher than in the ET salt. The ampli-tude of the SdH osillations is signi�antly lower in thenew metal than that in the ET salt is in aordanewith the higher values of the Dingle temperatures [10℄.The large value of lassial magnetoresistane seemsto be most probably aused by an essentially higherontribution of arriers assoiated with the quasi-one-dimensional FS sheets in the BETS salt as omparedwith the ET one. The urrent diretion along openFermi sheets, I ‖ b

∗, provides best onditions for themaximal value of this ontribution. The weak satura-tion of the magnetoresistane, whih is harateristiof open orbits, supports this supposition. Indeed, thehanging of the urrent diretion on to I ‖ a, dereasesthe value of the magetoresistane almost 2.5 times andthe notieable saturation an be observed too (Fig. 1).Quantum osillations, SdH and dHvA, in the sam-ples under study demonstrate the only fundamental fre-queny F ≈ 640 T at the H ‖ b
∗. This value is lose tothat found in the quantum osillations of the ET ana-log [10℄. As it is expeted for quasi-two-dimensionalmetals the behaviour of the anglular dependene of thefundamental frequeny is desribed by the relationship(1) and orresponds to the ylindrial shape of FS withthe axis along the b

∗ diretion.AMRO presented in Fig.7 are harateristi featuresof many low-dimensional organi metals [1℄. They may

be assoiated with arriers motion on the ylindrialpart of FS if this ylinder is slightly orrugated along
b
∗ axis [16℄. In this ase the maxima of AMRO are pe-riodi in tg θ and their positions are desribed by therelationship [17℄:

tg θn(ϕ) =
π(n − 1/4) ± (kmax

‖ (ϕ) · u)

kmax
H (ϕ)d

, (6)where k
max
‖ (ϕ) is the in-plane ac Fermi wave vetoromponent whose projetion, kmax

H , to the �eld rota-tion plane de�ned by an angle ϕ is maximal, u is thein-plane ac omponent of the eletron hopping vetor,
d is an interlayer distane and n = ±1,±2, ... is an inte-ger. The sign �±� orresponds to positive or negativevalues of the angle θn. Knowing the value of the pe-riod of AMRO ∆(tg θn), one ould determine the value
k

max
H at a �xed azimuthal angle ϕ and knowing a set of

k
max
H at di�erent angles ϕ one ould determine in de-tail the shape of the FS ross-setion in the ondutingplane [17℄. If all the values of tg θn are drawn in thepolar oordinate system with the azimuthal angle ϕ asa polar one, they form a set of onentri losed urves.At �xed angles ϕ the distanes between the urves areequidistant and equal to the period of AMRO in thisrotation plane. Figure 8 shows the maxima of AMROin polar oordinates. They form a set of the losedurves. The period of AMRO varies from ∆ ≈ 0.9 atthe sample rotating in the ab∗-plane to ∆ ≈ 1.2 atthe sample rotating in the cb∗-plane. Aording to [17℄the reonstrution of the FS yields the ross-setion ofthe ylindrial FS in the onduting plane as the �gurelose to an ellipse with half-axes kFc ≈ 1.2 · 107 m−1and kFa ≈ 1.6·107 m−1 (see insert in Fig. 8). The areaof suh an ellipse, S ∼ πkFakFc is in a good agreementwith the frequeny of quantum osillations.The seond possible mehanism for the appearaneof AMRO in low-dimensional metals is the motion ofarriers along the planar FS sheets harateristi ofquasi-one-dimensional eletron systems. In this asethe FS sheets must be orrugated in two diretions [18℄.Now the minima of magnetoresistane osillations areperiodi in tg θ and follow the relationship [19℄:

tg θn(ϕ) cos ϕ = ctg β + nK1/K2 sin β, (7)where ϕ is the azimuthal angle ounted from the di-retion parallel to the FS plane, K1 and K2 are thelengths of the translation vetors of the reiproal lat-tie whih lie in the FS plane, β is the angle betweenthem, and n = 0,±1,±2, ... is an integer. In polar o-ordinates (where the angle ϕ performs as a polar angle)all values of tg θn form a set of straight lines parallel10 ÆÝÒÔ, âûï. 3 609



S. I. Pesotskii, R. B. Lyubovskii, V. I. Nizhankovskii et al. ÆÝÒÔ, òîì 117, âûï. 3, 2000to the one-dimensional axis of the rystal under study.The distane between these straight lines onstitutes
K1/K2 sin β. Figure 9 depits the minima of AMROin polar oordinates. A set of straight lines parallelto Ka is well pronouned. In this ase the vetors Kband Kc of the reiproal lattie perform as the vetors
K1 and K2, respetively. The distane between thestraight lines onstitutes 0.45 ≈ Kb/Kc sin β, whih isin a good agreement with the parameters of the rystallattie [13℄. Therefore the results presented in Fig. 9indiate the open FS sheets perpendiular to the Kadiretion.It should be noted that these results appearas the �rst simultaneous observation of �quasi-one-dimensional� and �quasi-two-dimensional� AMRO inthe alpha-type rystals. For example, only AMRO as-soiated with the ylindrial FS sheet were observedin ET-Tl-Se [10℄. The observation of �quasi-one-dimensional� AMRO in BETS-Tl-Se is most proba-bly assoiated with a larger degree of the orrugationof the open FS sheets along the  diretion. In theisostrutural BETS-K-S and BETS-NH-S salts the in-rease of orrugation in this diretion was preditedtheoretially [20℄, therefore this assumption seems to beright. Suh an enhanement of orrugation may be oneof the reasons for the suppression of the Peierls-typetransition in the alpha-BETS salts. (The simultaneouspresene of AMRO assoiated with losed and open FSparts results in the appearane of �wrong� points inFigs. 8 and 9. For example, a minimum with no physi-al origin always exists between two maxima of magne-toresistane assoiated with the ylindrial FS.) Thusit is shown experimentally that FS in BETS-Tl-Se on-sists of a quasi-one-dimensional part (two orrugatedplanes parallel to the KcKb-plane) and a quasi-two-dimensional part (orrugated ylinder with the axisalong the b

∗).The orrugation of the ylindrial part of the FSmay be re�eted in beating behaviour of the quantumosillations sine the orrugated ylinder ontains atleast two lose extremal ross-setions. In this ase atthe magneti �eld diretion approahing to the dire-tions desribed by Eq. (6) the frequeny of the beattends to zero [1℄ and the amplitude of osillations withthe fundamental frequeny sharply inreases [16, 17℄.The BETS-Tl-Se samples show the beat of the funda-mental frequeny (Figs. 1 and 2), however its behaviourdi�ers from that desribed above. The observed beatdisappear at �eld diretions orresponding to θ = 0◦and θ = ±20◦ but 1) the angular dependene of mag-netoresistane shows no AMRO with the maxima atthese angles (see Fig. 7); 2) at angles approahing to

θ = 0◦ and θ = ±20◦ the frequeny of the beat remainsalmost unhanged (Fig. 4) and the osillation ampli-tude in the nodes inreases in suh way that the nodesfully disappear at these angles. Therefore the observedbeat an not be explained by the orrugation of the FSylinder. Another explanation ould be rystal imper-fetions (twinning, bi-rystal), but the X-ray analysisof the rystal struture does not support this possibil-ity. The magneti interation seems to be hardly thereason for the beat [15℄ sine the amplitude and thedHvA osillation frequeny are rather small. Thus thereason for the beat observed is not lari�ed up to nowand requires further investigations.The angular dependene of the e�etive mass fol-lows Eq. (5) as expeted for a ylindrial FS. Thevalue of the e�etive mass in the onduting plane
m∗ = 1.03m0 is two times lower than that in the ETsalt and is lose to the value of the e�etive mass ob-served in BETS-K-S and BETS-NH-S [12℄. The de-rease of the e�etive mass seems to be harateristiof all alpha-phase metal with the BETS ation. Theangular dependene of the dHvA osillation amplitudeexhibits �spin zeros� at θ ≈ ±45◦. Using the ondi-tion for the �spin zeros�, µg = 2n + 1, and the angulardependene of the e�etive mass as µ(θ) = µ(0)/ cos θand assuming n = 1, one ould estimate the value ofthe spin-splitting fator [15℄:

S =
µg

2
=

gSmc(1 + α)

2m0(1 + α′)
≈ 1.05, (8)where gS is the g-fator taken from the ESR measure-ments and approximately equal to 2 for most organimetals [1℄, mc is a band mass, α is a orretion on-stant to the band mass whih inludes eletron-eletronoupling, and α′ is a orretion onstant to the g-fatorwhih inludes the eletron-eletron oupling. If theeletron-eletron oupling is negleted, Eq. (8) yields:

mc ≈ 1.05m0. (Taking in to aount that the only�spin-zero� at θ ≈ ±45◦ is observed, the hoie of thevalue, n = 1, needs in explanations. If to assume n = 2than the value of the band mass, mc ≈ 0.36m0, is toosmall in omparison, for example, with the theoretiallyalulated band mass for BETS-K-S and BETS-NH4-S,
mc ∼ 0.6m0 [12℄. If to assume n = 2 than the valueof the band mass, mc ≈ 1.8m0, is too large in ompar-ison with the e�etive mass, m∗ ≈ 1.03m0, mentionedabove.) Thus the band mass oinides with the e�etivemass determined from the temperature dependeniesof the quantum osillations amplitude. The band mass
mc is generally renormalized not only by the eletron-eletron but the eletron-phonon oupling

m∗ = mc(1 + α)(1 + λ), (9)610



ÆÝÒÔ, òîì 117, âûï. 3, 2000 Fermi surfae in the new organi. . .where λ is the eletron-photon oupling orretion on-stant. This would be in agreement with the experimen-tal data if to suppose the full absene of many-bodyinterations (α = α′ = λ = 0) in BETS-Tl-Se. Thisould explain the absene of any phase transitions inthis ompound. Considering that suh transitions wereobserved neither in BETS-K-S nor in BETS-NH-S andthe value of the e�etive mass in these ompounds isalso lose to m0 [12℄, one ould suggest the weakeningof many-body interations in these salts too and there-fore the absene of the SC transition in BETS-NH-S iseasily explained. In this ase one should suggest thatall alpha-BETS metals are not promising for the reali-sation to the SC state.However the above onlusions have a few obje-tions: 1) The band mass evaluated from theoretialalulations di�ers almost two times from the e�e-tive mass determined experimentally in BETS-K-S andBETS-NH-S [12℄ in ontrast with the experimentalresults for BETS-Tl-Se; 2) The ontribution of theeletron-eletron oupling may be large enough in or-gani low-dimensional metals due to low arrier on-entration [21℄. Therefore the problem of many-bodyinterations in α-BETS metals needs in the new detailexperiments. 5. SUMMARYThe SdH and dHvA quantum osillations andAMRO have been studied in the new organi metal(BETS)2TlHg(SeCN)4. The AMRO assoiatedwith the arriers motion both on ylindrial andquasi-planar parts of the FS were for the �rst timesimultaneously observed in alpha-type metals. Thedetailed study of AMRO enabled to determine theshape and size of the FS. The quantum osillationsshow the only fundamental frequeny, F (0) ≈ 640 T,onneted with the arrier motion on the ylindrialpart of the FS. The beat of the fundamental frequenyare observed. The beat behaviour are not explainedby e�ets whih are known at present. The evalu-ation of the parameters of arriers assoiated withthe ylindrial FS, namely, the Dingle temperature,
TD ≈ 2�3 K and the e�etive mass in the ondutingplane m∗ ∼ 1.03m0 was arried out. The angulardependene of the dHvA osillation amplitude showed�spin zeros�. The analysis of the positions of �spinzeros� with onsidering the values of the e�etive massallowed one to suggest the weakening of many-bodyinterations in the α-(BETS)2TlHg(SeCN)4.
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